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SDGs Workshop “Steer Towards the Future!”
The purpose of this Workshop
SDGs are connected to each other, so cooperating with people in other
countries is essential. However, acquiring acceptance with people of varying
backgrounds is difficult. Therefore, we would like to provide an opportunity for
school children to experience collaboration, through dialogue, with people of
differing social circumstances.
There are three specific objectives.
● Provide chances to become more aware and interested in global issues
such as the SDGs.
● Realize the necessary of considering other countries, in order to build
overall sustainability.
● Understand the importance of dialogue to achieve consensus with people
from around the world.
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Episode:1
Climate Change
You are leaders of your countries!
Discuss with your team mates ways
to protect your country
against hazardous events!

Each country has its own characteristics.
Please understand it well, and
plan a strategy to protect your country!

Let’s read it!  60 seconds!
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When a crisis occurs, your country is damaged and
you lose both resources.

Lost coins
are sent to
the Safe.

Lost people
are sent to the
Cemetery.

When a country loses all its population, game over!

In order to prevent or reduce damages, You should
allocate coins to proper ministries.

BUT
budgeting alone is not enough!
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According to the analysis of images
given by our meteorological
satellites,

Scientific Report High atmospheric pressure is sitting.

According to the analysis
According to long term
of images, a high
forecasting, scientists
atmospheric
predict thatpressure
El Niño will
wide
spot
is
sitting
probably worsen
continuously
in a midunusual weather
latitude
region.
conditions.

Discuss what will be occurred
Place your coins on the board !
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Countries A and C have reached
peaks of 44℃, and thousands have
died of heatstroke during the related
heat wave.

The highest temperature
Countries A and C have
reached peaks 44 degrees
Celsius, and thousands have
died of heatstroke .The
impact was far worse in big
cities because of urban heat
island effect.

How much damage has your country taken?
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I believe it is time for us to bring
together our resources and
technological accomplishments to
face climate change together.

International treaty

For this treaty to be
successful, need to develop a
technology or plan to reduce
CO2 with the resource and
technology cards put together.
Countries can contribute with
cards, coins, or both.

This treaty will be adopted if all
country join.
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Have you succeeded in
protecting your country？
Your country now?
What did you do?

What other country do?
What was difficult?

17th goal to make people
safe, smile, and sustainable.
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Why should we care about SDGs?
Our countries are connected to each other.
Local problems are connected,
and lead to world wide issues!
So, we need to share local problems and
solutions with each other.
Understanding the situation of other.

Your problem is my problem
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